Step 1: Carefully remove the cabinet (#15) from the packaging and place upside down on a smooth, stable surface.

Step 2: Fix leg A (#14) and leg B (#15) to the cabinet using the 5/16" bolt (#1) and 5/16" washer (#2).

Once secured attach the leg lever (#17) to the legs of the table.

Attach leg panel (#13) to the assembled legs using the 1/2" round head screw (#3).
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Step 3:
One screw at the end of each player rod (#17-#24) has been left unattached to allow the player rods to be fitted to the table. Slide the player rods into the table in the position shown. Once the rods are inside the table, use 3/4" round head screw (#6) to fix the bushing on rods #17 and #21 and 3/4" round head screws (#6) to fix the players to rods #18, #19, #20, #22, #23 and #24.

Step 4:
Fix the slide scorer (#12) to the table using 1" flat head screws (#4). Finally, add the rod handle (#6) and rod end cap (#10) to the player rods. Ensure that all screws are tightened before playing.